Normal contractile algorithm of swallowing related muscles revealed by needle EMG and its comparison to videofluoroscopic swallowing study and high resolution manometry studies: A preliminary study.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the function and importance of infrahyoid muscles with the suprahyoid muscles during swallowing, and to investigate swallowing sequences using kinematic analysis, high-resolution manometry (HRM) and electromyography (EMG). As a preliminary study, ten healthy subjects were prospectively enrolled. A needle EMG evaluated the onset latency, peak latency and duration of the suprahyoid and infrahyoid muscles. HRM measured the time intervals among the velopharynx, tongue base, and upper esophageal sphincter. We also evaluated hyoid motion using an automated kinematic analysis software® (AKAS). All of these parameters were synchronized with a tilting motion of the epiglottis. In the EMG analysis, the activations of the suprahyoid muscles developed about 300ms earlier than that of the infrahyoid muscles. There was a significant relationship between the differences of suprahyoid and infrahyoid muscles' latency and total duration of the hyoid motion (p<0.05). The interval time of anterior hyoid motion has a significant correlation in the upper esophageal sphincter (UES) opening time. In conclusions, the functions of the infrahyoid muscles are also as important as that of the suprahyoid muscles for prolonged laryngeal elevation and UES opening. Moreover, kinematic analysis of videofluoroscopic swallowing study (VFSS) and HRM studies could reflect results of needle EMG study and replace EMG study.